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Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. We say that A is a Banach
function algebra on X i A is a unital subalgebra of C(X) with a Banach
algebra norm which separates the points of X. A function ,algebra is a
1o

Banach function algebra with the uniform norm as the Banach algebra
norm. It is well-known that Ill _N(f) for all f in a Banach function
algebra on X with the norm N(.), where [[. I[ denotes the uniform norm
on X. Some time ago I. Glicksberg [3] extended a theorem of Hoffmano
Wermer [4] when X is metrizable. J. Wada [7] generalized the result of
Glicksberg for the case that X is a compact Hausdorff space. He in fact
showed the following"
Theorem W. Let A be a function .algebra on a compact Hausdorff
space X. Let N be a closed linear subspace of C(X) and I be a closed
ideal in A with A+iDNI. If N+iis uniformly closed, then I--i, where
i denotes the complex conjugate of I, i.e., i={f e C(X)" f e I}.
R. D. Mehta and M. H. Vasavada [5] showed a Wada’s type theorem
for the case of a Banach function algebra with the hypothesis of continuity
for ff on A A.
In this paper we obtain similar results concerning to a closed subalgebra of a Banach function algebra. As a corollary of the main result
we show a Wada’s type theorem for the case of a Banach function algebra
which removes the hypothesis of a theorem of R. D. Mehta and M. H.
Vasavada.
We denote, clE the uniform closure of E for a subset E of C(X) and E
the complex conjugate of E, i.e., E={feC(X)’feE}. A,---AC,(X) is
the set of all real valued continuous functions in A.
Let A be a Banach function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X
and I be a closed subalgebra of A. We define an equivalence relation in
X as ollows
or every f in I.
x y
f(x) f(y)
We denote (E,} the equivalence class for the equivalence relation
especially we denote Eo--{x e X" f(x)---O for vf e I}. Our main result is
the following"
Theorem. Let A be a Banach function algebra on a comp.act Hausdorff
space X. Let I be a closed sub.algebra of A such that I.ARcI, where
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I. AR {fg e C(X)" f e I, g e AR}. Suppose that A +ID cl(I+i). Then we
have i=I={f e C(X)" f =constant on E. for va, f=0 on E0}.
2. We prove Theorem and show some corollaries in this section. By
a theorem of Saeki [6, Theorem 3.3], it is easy to see."
Lemma 1. Under the .assumption of Theorem, we have clI=cl-= cli.

We denote X/I the quotient space which is defined by identifying the
points of X which cannot be separated by I. We may suppose that I is a
subalgebra of C(X/I). Let e be the point in X/I which corresponds to E0.
Lemma 2. clI={f e C(X)" f =constant on E for v, f=0 on E0}.
Proof. We suppose that E0= for the first case. Let [I] be a uniformly closed algebra generated by I and constant functions. We may
regard [I] as a function algebra on X/I, in fact we see that [I]=C(X/I) by
the Stone-Weierstrass theorem and Lemma 1. Thus we have
C(X / I). clI clI
since clI is a closed subalgebra of C(X/I), where
C(X/I).clI={fg e C(X/I)" f e C(X/I), g clI.}.
There exists a finite number of functions f, f, ..., f in I such that
Ifl+lf2]2+
on X, for we suppose that E0=. So we have 1 e clI, since
(IAl+if[+...+lfl)-ec(x/I) and yA+y:L+...
is in clI=clI.

Thus we get

cII=C(X/I)
or more precisely we have clI={f e C(X)"

f=constant

on

E

for va} if

For the second case we suppose that E0#. By the same way as the
first case, we see that [I]=C(X/I) and that C(X/I).cIIcclI. We may suppose that X/I{e} is a locally compact Hausdorff space, so we may suppose
that eli is a closed subalgebra of Co(X/I(e}), where Co(X/I(e}) is the
algebra of all complex valued bounded continuous functions on X/I{e}
which vanish at infinity. Let Y be a compact subset of X/I{e}. Then
there are a finite number of functions f, f2,
f in I such that

...,

on Y. For each g in C(Y), there is a
such that

G

in

6 Y=g.L.(]f+[f]+

Co(X/I(e}) for ]=1, 2,
+]A])

..., n

-.

We see that
(6fi+ Gf+

+ Gf)/Y

g
so we have (clI)]Y=C(Y).

is in (clI)]Y since Co(X/I(e}).clIclI,
lows that
clI= {f e C(X)" f =constant on E, for va, f =0 on
by a theorem of Bade and Curtis [2, p. 91, Proposition 1].
Proof of Theorem. Put
C(X)=(f e C(X)" f =constant on E, for
and

It fol-
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A,={f e A" f=constant on E. for
Then A is a closed subalgebra of A and AI. Thus we may assume that
A is a Banach function algebra on X/I. By Lemma 2 it is easy to see
that A+IC(X). It follows that A,+iC(X). For, if f is in C,(X)
there areaginAandanh in I such that f=g+h. So g=f--h is constant on each E., that is, g is in A. Thus we have

A + A, C(X).
By a Hoffman and Wermer and Bernard theorem [1], [4] on a uniformly
closed real parts of a Banach function algebra, we see that A=C,(X).
Thus I is uniformly closed since I is closed subalgebra of A by the definition of

A. We conclude that
I-clI

={f e C(X)" f=constant on E. for vc, f=O on E0}
=clI=i.
Corollary 1. Let A be a Banach function algebra on X and I be a
closed subalgebra of A which separates the points of X. Suppose that
1.AI and ReAcl(ReI). Then we have A=C(X) and I={f e C(X)" f =O
on E0}. Especially if I is a closed ideal of A such that E0--qt or a one point
set such that Re A el(Re I), then we have A C(X) and I {f e C(X)" f 0
on E0}.

Proof. Since I separates the points of X, it follows that A+A=C(X)
by the same way as the proof of Theorem. Thus we see that A =C(X) and
I= {f e C(X)" f-0 on E0}.
Remark. In Corollary 1 the assumption "I.AI" is necessary. For
example, put A={f e C(D)" f(z) is analytic in Izll/2}, where D={z e C"
Izl_l}, and I={f e C(D)" f is analytic on Izll} is the disk algebra on the
closed unit disk. Then it is trivial that IA and I separates the points
of X and ReAcl(ReI). On the other hand it is trivial that A:/=C(X)and
A =/= I.
Corollary 2. Let A be a Banach function algebra on X and I be a
closed ideal of A. Suppose that A+icl(I+i). Then we see
{f e C(X)" f--0 on E0}.
Proof. Each E is a one point set unless E=E0, since I is an ideal.
We can remove the hypothesis of the continuity of a 2unctional ff
on A A or a theorem of Mehta and Vasavada [5].
Corollary :). Let A be a Banach function algebra on X. Let N be a
linear subspace of C(X).and I be a closed ideal of A with A +INI. If
N + i is uniformly closed, then i=I {f e C(X)" f 0 on Eo}.
The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor J. Wada
’or his valuable advice and constant encouragement.
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